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STORYBOARD

ALTR, written and directed by 
Natalie Moon, needed a Story-
board of the pilot’s opening 
sequence.  My job was, within 
a month,  was to design screen 
direction for the sequence with 
quality art.

 An actress friend, from previous 
work as an Art Director on a short film, 
refers me to  Natalie Moon, the director of 
the ALTR project.  She knew my interest 
in drawing for movies and sent my contact 
to Natalie.  The project she requested  

was a storyboard– illustrations that help  
visualize a script’s aesthetics and what  
screen directions would take place.  I draw the 
opening sequence to the pilot; then it will be 
showcased to Storyhive,  a competition where 
the winner receieves funding to create  
that TV show.  
 
 I had about a month to develop the art; 
Natalie only had two requests: to be able to 
draw out the main plot points of the sequence 
and draw based on a mood board provided.  
Otherwise, she let me know my own aesthetics 
for the storyboard.  It was up to my ability to 
fill in-between and create the overall feel.  

ALTR

OVERVIEW

ROLE + GOAL
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Mood Boards from the Client

Storyboard from the Client

OPENING SEQUENCE

FADE IN:

INT. - MORGUE - NIGHT

We see DOCTOR MATHIS (30'S) male, friendly, wearing a white
coat enter the morgue, behind him are a dark haired WOMAN
(40's) serious, wearing business attire and a SEVERE MAN
(30-35), tough, wearing a black leather jacket.

WOMAN
Thank you so much for doing this so
late Doctor, we really just wanted
to see for ourselves.

The woman is clearly upset she dabs at her eyes with a
kleenex.

DOCTOR MATHIS
No problem, I know this must be very
hard for you. Are you sure you are
ready?

SEVERE MAN
We are.

Dr Mathis pulls open a locker door and slides out a trolley,
there is a black body bag on the trolley. He glances at the
woman who nods for him to continue. Dr Mathis carefully
unzips the body bag and opens it to reveal a RED-HEADED
WOMAN (25-30) pretty, she is dressed in army uniform.

WOMAN
That's her.

SEVERE MAN
But this makes no sense, how did
she...?

The man stops, Doctor Mathis attempts to comfort the couple.

DOCTOR MATHIS
I'm so sorry for your loss.
Um...there is something else that
perhaps you ought to see.

The severe woman's eyes narrow as she watches Doctor Mathis
unzip the body bag further to reveal the young woman's feet.

DOCTOR MATHIS (CONT)
Now usually this wouldn't have been
noticed, even though it's an assumed
suicide we still have to eliminate

 Natalie sent me a couple of docu-
ments:  The script,  inspirations to what 
the characters should look like,  and bullet 
points to emphasize the important  
sequences in the opening.  I interpreted the 
overall theme throughout the show as a  
conspiring dystopia set in the real world.   
Looking at the character moodboards,  the 
setting had to be realistic, with subtle hints 
of sci-fi.  Then I researched onto the  
locations,  which the opening sequence takes 
place in a morgue. From the research, I re-
alize the color scheme should reflect on the 
the coldness of a morgue.    From there,  
I start drawing up the basic character  
models through ProCreate on the Ipad Air. 
  
 Because of the deadline,  I focused on 
the character’s movements and  emotional 
reactions, and draw the environments  
simpler,  where the blue-palette will help 
the reader understand the darker tone of the 
project.  The character drawings would all 
take place with the iPad software, while the 
storyboard layout will be created on Adobe 
Photoshop. 
 

THE PLAN of ATTACK
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The Grunt attacking the Doctor

 Before drawing, I analyzed what this 
panel needed: how should I convey the 
screen direction, the blocking of the  
characters on screen, and figure out what 
kind of angle the camera would need to 
get the most out of the sequence.    Once 
the overall feel is settled,  one panel has 
essentially a three step process:   the first 
step is a rough sketch of how the charac-
ters will be placed in frame.   This step is 
bare boned and faceless.   This step helps 
create the overall movement and activ-
ity.  Once the movement is established, 
the second step then is draw the facial 

expressions, helping convey emotions felt 
on screen,  and then darken lines to create a 
greater contrast.  This step helps legibility for 
the director/cinematographer that reads the 
storyboard.  
 
 Finally, color is added, which also helps 
contrast, making characters more distinguish-
able.   The background is simply drawn, but 
solid enough the reader understands where 
they are in the scene.  And arrows/action 
words are added.  Green arrows represent the 
character’s movement, while the red arrows 
reflect the camera movement.

PROCESS
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 After the 15 page storyboard was 
complete, it was sent to the director.  
She then submitted the storyboard, 
along with a teaser trailer and crowd-
source pitch, to the Story Hive compe-
tition. In the end,  the campaign gained 
many votes, making it the top 20% out 
of 135 submissions into the competition.
Later in the year,  the ALTR campaign is 
looking for more grants,  applying to a 
program in Canada called Telus Optic 
TV in June 2017.  

 After my work with Natalie on 
ALTR, we worked on another storyboard 
project, and overall, lead me to various 
opportunities to apply to other TV proj-
ects in the Canadian area;  while I lived 
in the Bay Area, this helped me broad-
en my networking outside the United 
States.   

 

THE RESULT?
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Intercut shots from INT to EXT

 One of the unique challenges I had 
was determining how intricate I could be.  
A storyboard must be simple enough to be 
able to comprehend the plot points and 
understand the movements for both actor 
and cinematographer.   Yet, I also wanted 
to have a great aesthetic that makes the 
content compelling.  It was a balance of 
creating a storyboard to a comic book.   

 With the deadline, I was able to 
draw the basic plot points that Natalie re-
quested first hand, however, I was overall 
worried about the time I had to be able to 
deliver the greater details inbetween the 
major plot points.  Fortunately, I was able 
to create what I wanted to do aesthetically 
by deadline.

 One key challenge was distance;  
while I live in the Bay Area,  the writer/
director, Natalie Moon, resides in Canada.   
We communicated through emails the  
majority of the project, but I prefer to  
discuss aesthetics in person, to help  
describe my creative decisions and that 
both the client and I can be on the same 
page within that initial meeting.     
 
          Drawing the storyboards remotely 
made me  worried that my style would 
clash with hers, and would have to start 
from scratch to adapt to her style.   But, 
Natalie’s openness and quick responses 
via email alleviated the process, and we 
synergized very well!

CHALLENGES
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The Final Panel before Credits

The Final Look of the Cadaver

“A storyboard must be simple  
  enough to be able to comprehend  
  the plot points and understand  
  the movements for both actor and  
  cinematographer. Yet, I also wanted  
  to have a great aesthetic that 
  makes the content compelling. ”  

 I realized I had an overall challenge of 
balancing personal artistic sensibility and  
simple, legible design.  In the end,  the 
storyboard had compelling images I am proud 
of.  Drawing for another person’s passion 
project was an interesting experience.  
I learned to analyze and interpret another 
person’s literature,  and draw that not only 
what I liked, but what the client likes.  ALTR 
enforced my ability to draw with speed,  
and still have quality.  

EVALUATION


